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A B S T R A C T
Oxide dispersion strengthened (ODS) alloys, particularly steels and tungsten with yttria nanoparticles, have been
proved to be a new class of high-strength nuclear material. We developed a simple model of an ODS tungsten
alloy to study the primary damage produced by alpha particle irradiation on it. We show that the size of yttria
nanoparticles embedded in a tungsten matrix is an important quantity to take into account under alpha particle
irradiation. We explain the observed behaviors and we establish a critical scale parameter for the model we use,
making a comparison with bulk tungsten.
1. Introduction
When considering a future fusion reactor, multiple interrelated
problems must be evaluated. For the first wall of it, unique challenges
in materials in extreme environments require advanced features in
areas ranging from mechanical strength to thermal properties. The
main challenges include wall life, erosion, fuel management and gen-
eral safety. Tungsten (W) is the main material candidate for the first
wall of a fusion reactor, since it is resistant to erosion, has the highest
melting point of any metal and shows a fairly benign behavior under
the irradiation of neutrons, as well as a low retention of tritium, among
other properties.
One problem that can be quite crucial for complex components with
multiple alloy materials and components is the recycling and activation
under neutron irradiation. A potential problem with the use of W in a
fusion reactor is the formation of radioactive and highly volatile WO3
compounds, when irradiated by a neutron beam. To suppress the re-
lease of increased erosion of light elements and the mitigation of per-
meation and mechanical viability, a material (or alloy) compatible with
neutron irradiation must be used. The Yttria permeation barriers is an
element of low potential activation, so there is several recent work in
this alloy, in Tungsten substrate [1].
Oxide dispersion strengthened (ODS) alloys, particularly steels and
tungsten (W) with yttria (Y2O3) nanoparticles, have been proved to be a
new class of high-strength nuclear material with high resistance to ra-
diation [2–9].
ODS steels are a class of advanced structural materials with a
potential to be used at elevated temperatures due to the dispersion of
thermally stable oxide nanoparticles into the matrix. ODS steels are
resistant to radiation-induced swelling and have improved creep
strength and oxidation/corrosion resistance at elevated temperatures
compared to conventional steels [10].
On the other hand ODS Tungsten-based materials are candidate
materials for structural applications in plasma facing components for
future fusion power reactors [11,12]. It is also expected that such ma-
terials exhibit improved resistance to radiation damage, as the nu-
merous interfaces between the particles and the matrix may act as sinks
for the irradiation-induced defects [13].
However, the radiation resistance mechanisms associated with the
embedded nanoparticles are still controversial and there are no con-
sensus about these intrinsic mechanisms. For this reason, it is of interest
to understand the process of localized radiation inside and around a
Y2O3 nanoparticle. The interest in investigate these new materials in a
fusion reactor is due to that the use of nuclear fusion reactions for
electricity generation.
Future generation fusion reactors are based in the
Deuterium–Tritium (DT) nuclear reaction. This process reaction pro-
ducts a 3.5MeV α particle and a 14.1MeV neutron. This amount of
liberated energy makes that the materials, particularly the tungsten
forming the first wall of the reactor, be exposed to extreme radiation
conditions, given place to a severe radiation damage.
In this work we consider a model for an ODS tungsten-based ma-
terial and we simulate the primary radiation damage produced on it by
beam of alpha particles with energy of the order of 100 keV. In
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addition, by making a comparison with results on bulk tungsten under
the same radiation conditions we establish critical values for our model
parameters.
2. Simulation methods
In order to analyze this situation, we assume a pure W matrix in
which Y2O3 spherical nanoparticles are embedded, as is shown in Fig. 1.
In this model of an ODS tungsten alloy, we apply the IM3D code to
simulate the spatial distribution of radiation damage of the material
due to alpha particle irradiation.
We use the so called Binary Collision Approximation (BCA) simu-
lations [14], that are useful for examining the collisional stages of high
energy cascades in statistically significant numbers. BCA simulations
consider only the interactions between two colliding atoms at a time
and in sequence. The computational program follows only the atoms
having significant energies, using for this purpose a cutoff energy
parameter, being thus very efficient. The BCA approach provides a good
approximation to the collision stage, since it neglect many-body inter-
actions that make small contributions to the atom trajectories at colli-
sion energies well above the atom displacement energy, which is ty-
pically about 25 eV for these materials [15].
Based on BCA, we choose the IM3D code 16. It uses the TRIM-SRIM
[17] database which has been extensively used to study different si-
tuations, such as wave guide fabrication [18], damage effects [19]
among many others [20,21]. In addition, it offers the very useful al-
ternative of parallel computing reducing considerably the CPU time.
The code computes random trajectories of ions to give statistically
meaningful data.
In this model, each trajectory corresponds to a single particle with a
specified starting position, a given direction and an incident or primary
energy. The particle is tracked as a random sequence of straight tra-
jectories, ending in a binary nuclear collision event in which the par-
ticle changes its direction of motion and / or loses energy as a result of
nuclear (elastic) and electronic interactions (inelastic). The energy and
direction of the particle are updated by conserving energy and mo-
mentum. The probability of energy loss depends on the density of the
target atom, as well as the nuclear and electronic forces that can be
assumed to be independent of density. Meanwhile, point defects can
occur in elastic collision events.
The projectile proliferation in a cascade does not continue in-
definitely. At each collision, the projectile kinetic energy is subdivided
into three contributions: (1) target atom kinetic energy; (2) reduced
projectile atom kinetic energy; and (3) electronic excitation energy. As
a consequence of this progressive energy subdivision, either one or both
collision partners will eventually fail to induce a new collision and, as a
consequence, the cascade eventually dies out.
We assume that the temperature of the bombarded material is
=T 0 K, since the target atoms are in fixed positions at the beginning of
each cascade; when the beam particles impinge the target, the tem-
perature will locally rise but this heat will be conducted or radiated out
to the surroundings, and the local temperature falls back to 0 K with no
more atom movement
3. Results and discussion
We now focus on the results of simulations regarding the irradiation
with 150 keV alpha particles of pure tungsten matrix bulk as well as
ODS tungsten in which Y2O3 spherical nanoparticles are embedded. Of
particular interest are distributions calculated from counting displaced
atoms as a function of depth; these histograms are called displacement
depth distribution functions and are discussed for selected cases.
Fig. 2shows a comparison between the displacement depth dis-
tributions produced by alpha particles for an ODS tungsten alloy in
which yttria nanoparticles have different radii. The region that is oc-
cupied by the nanoparticle is clearly seen, despite the total stopping
power in Yttrium is larger than in Tungsten, as shown in Fig. 3; it is
worth noticing that Yttrium is diluted with Oxygen in the Yttria com-
pound, making the total displacements inside the nanoparticle dimin-
ished due to the abrupt change in the atomic density of the material,
Fig. 1. Simulation scheme: An alpha particle beam focused on the target sur-
face; the target is composed by an Y2O3 particle embedded in a Tungsten ma-
trix.
Fig. 2. Displacement depth distributions for different size spheres placed at
150 nm from the surface.
Fig. 3. Stopping power for alphas on Tungsten [22] and Yttrium [23] as a
function of the beam energy.
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this changes from 6.34× 1022 atoms/cm3 in the tungsten matrix to
1.11×1022 atoms/cm3 inside the nanoparticle, an ∼82% variation.
We observe that the maximum of the displacement depth distribu-
tion moves to larger depths as the radius of the nanoparticle increases.
This effect is produced because, as the size of the nanoparticle becomes
larger, the alpha particles of the beam enter the nanoparticle, traveling
a larger region of lower density. In its trajectory, the alpha beam
emerges back to tungsten with barely scattered trajectories.
In Fig. 4 we see a comparison of the displacement depth distribu-
tions for bulk tungsten and ODS alloy with 10 nm nanoparticles placed
150 nm beneath the target surface. It is worth emphasizing that in this
particular situation the tail of each distribution shows the same beha-
vior, i.e. displacements are produced within the same range in each
material. This guarantee that adding small (∼ 10 nm) particles at an
adequate depth preserve the bulk response to primary radiation da-
mage.
An interesting behavior is observed when a Y2O3 particle with a
given radius is placed at different depths as shown in Fig. 5. When the
nanoparticle is closer to the surface (50 nm), deeper primary damage is
produced in the material: the alpha particle beam enter the target and
travel a small distance before hitting the Y2O3 nanoparticle, the beam
will not suffer a significant lateral spreading at this stage. After that the
alpha particles move inside the yttria sphere they are not deviated from
its original trajectory because Y2O3 atomic density is smaller than in
bulk W; consequently the beam emerges at the opposite side of the
nanoparticle practically with the same energy and direction and con-
tinues the propagation in tungsten displacing atoms.
On the other hand, when the Y2O3 particle is far away from the
target surface (250 nm), the displacement depth distribution tail is
closer to the impact point: each alpha particle of the beam has a longer
trajectory in W before reaching the yttria nanoparticle region, therefore
the particle suffers more collisions and the beam as a whole spreads
more in the lateral dimension than in the case previously discussed. As
a consequence, the alpha particles enter the Y2O3 sphere from different
angles. When they finally get out they move through the tungsten
matrix producing atom displacements in several directions.
The situation where the 25 nm particle is placed at an intermediate
distance of 150 nm it is also displayed in Fig. 5 and the distribution
shows the expected behavior. Similar results are obtained in all the
cases that we studied (as i.e., all the possible combinations of
=r 10 nm, 15 nm, 20 nm and 25 nm with =z 50 nm, 150 nm and
250 nm).
4. Conclusions
In this work, we apply a simple and direct model of ODS tungsten
alloy to study the effect of alpha particle irradiation on it. We show,
under this simplification, that the size and depth of Y2O3 nanoparticles
embedded in a tungsten matrix are important quantities to take into
account under alpha particle beam irradiation.
We analyze the damage at different depth distributions produced by
alpha particles. Considering all the cases under study we obtain a cri-
tical size (∼ 10 nm) and position (∼ 150 nm) for the nanoparticles for
which the displacements distribution are similar to the ones for bulk
tungsten.
Due to the importance of tungsten in future nuclear devices, there
are some works describing its behavior [24–28]. In particular in [28]
several experimental results are discussed regarding irradiation of
structural and plasma facing materials, particularly bulk tungsten with
alpha particles. We can qualitatively observe that the damage profiles
are similar despite of the different irradiation conditions; in this work
we use a much lower flux and beam energy than [28]. We choose a
beam energy of 150 keV so that alpha particles can interact with W
nuclei. In this sense work is still being done to improve the simulation
method to be able to perform high flux and high energy irradiation on
nanostructured materials.
The previous described chemical and physically complex processes
(which should require more energy parameters ab initio than only one
initial E) are beyond the scope of this work and could be analyzed in
future studies, which are expected to give a more realistic character-
ization of the chemical mixture induced by radiation beyond the single-
valued Binary Collision Approximation as a characterization of radia-
tion damage.
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